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In previous monologue ‘Nail Glue’ I touched upon my innovative
dog names, but my God did I not go far enough. Here’s a PROPER
list of things to call your new puppy. I will be dividing the
ideas into ‘badass’ ‘complimentary’ ‘indifferent' ’silly’ and
’serious’. (Don’t be afraid to mix forenames of one group with
surnames of another, e.g. Clevernose Aggrofluff. Mentalface
Sweetypaw doesn’t make sense, but I actually kind of like it).
I do hope I’ve helped you, and let’s pray the following catch
on. (According to Google, some of the ideas that are coming up
have been used for a variety of reasons, but screw it, trying
to come up with a list of 100% new titles would drive me mad).
Here goes!...

Do you own a pit bull terrier? Here are some names for you!
Don’t forget that such dogs don’t have to be all aggressive
all the time. Many have depth to their character, so again,
you might want to combine the following with what follows the
following. :P

BADASS NAMES

Bonechewer

Strongtooth

Mentalface

Powerwag

Aggrofluff

Ragingbark

Painfulbite

Woetooth

Deathswipe

Rabbit-terminator

Thief Crippler

Next up come the names that are more for mild-mannered
canines, but hey, you might want to be ironic.

COMPLIMENTARY

Clevernose

Lovelyfur

Adorable

Sweetypaw
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Coolvision

Hypersight

Friendlyfluff

Trustyface

Dutifulwoofer

Kindlick

Kindpaw

Postman’s-chum

Here are the most vague names that can apply to all doggies.
Does that mean they’re not very good? I don’t think so.

INDIFFERENT

Muddypaw

Hyperfurbag

Loudbark

Mud-digger

Bonehider

Frisbeecatcher

Ballchaser

Veg-hater

Chocophobe

Car-rider

Have a super-adorable dog? The following could be right up
your street. They are however, NOT for Rottweilers. Or are
they?

SILLY

Floppyears

Scruff

Sruffball

Dogsquish

Wolfsquish
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Huggablescruff

Fluffy-fluff-fluff

Always-chirpy

Here are names for more intelligent dog breeds such as German
Shepherds, or they could be used ironically for more energetic
and carefree dogs.

SERIOUS

Wolfington

Captain Sniffer

Wisesniff

Sir Hairyjaw

Fluffy Protector

Loyalfluff

Fluffmaster

Scent-tracker

Ok! I’ve just given you hundreds of dog name combinations, if
you use a middle name. At first I got excited and put the
total amount of doggy names into an online calculator and
added ‘!’ after the number. It said there were many trillions
of trillions of possible combinations, then I remembered that
would only be true if people/animals had 50 or so names, as
opposed to three or four. Damn. Still, hundreds is quite a lot
I spose. But now that I think of it, there’s no limit to the
amount of words you can have in a name is there? Here are some
more typical suggestions for you: Wolfington F. Scruff
(Wolfington Floppyears Scruff, that is), Muddypaw
Friendlyfluff and Strongtooth Lovelyfur. Here is a more
adventurous name: Bonechewer Strongtooth Mentalface Powerwag
Aggrofluff Ragingbark Painfulbite Woetooth Deathswipe Rabbit-
terminator Thief Crippler Clevernose Lovelyfur Adorable
Sweetypaw Coolvision Hypersight Friendlyfluff Trustyface
Dutifulwoofer Kindlick... Well you get the idea. Bye!
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